LEARN TO SCUBA DIVE
New Classes Begin Every Month

$325 SCUBA CLASS: Classroom, Pool, Four Certification Lake Dives, Log Pages, Tank, BCD, Regulator,
Dive Computer, Weights, and Wet Suit ($150 deposit required; students must purchase book, mask, fins,
snorkel, dive boots [packages available], food and transportation.)
SCUBA diving is a fun and exciting adventure that will take you to places that you may have never
dreamed possible. At ProTech Scuba LLC we are dedicated to giving you the best scuba diving experience
possible for the least amount of money. As such, we offer two complete certification packages to choose
from (Arizona Lake or San Carlos, Mexico), both with exciting underwater experiences.
SCUBA diving instruction consists of three phases: academic, pool and open water. Come by ProTech
Scuba LLC to fill out paperwork and sign up for the class. Two classroom session will be conducted on a
Saturday or Sunday during the day (9:00-4:00). Two pool sessions will be conducted in the evening
during the week (6:00-10:00). Once you complete your “KNOWLEDGE QUESTs” (a little bit of
homework), you are ready to get certified in the open water.
In open water, your skills will be tested on four open water dives. These dives may be done as part of one
of our regularly scheduled monthly trips. The price above includes the trip to an Arizona Lake. If you
choose to attend a San Carlos, Mexico trip for certification there is an additional fee ($225) to cover
the boat and motel accommodations. Your SDI SCUBA certification is good anywhere in the world. It
allows you to purchase or rent scuba gear and enables you to travel to dive locations in order to
experience the wonders of the underwater world. You can also use your SDI certification to learn more
about diving by taking our ADVANCED ADVENTURE DIVER course or any one of our many specialty
courses.
SCUBA diving is fun for the whole family! Or, invite a friend to learn to dive with you (ask about our
military arrangements). Basic open water training is just your first step in experiencing the other 71% of
the planet!
Note: Bring your completed “KNOWLEDGE QUESTs” to ProTech Scuba LLC during the first weekend of class to be checked
(otherwise a $25 rescheduling fee may apply).

For more information ask Eric, Johnny or Bradley,
call (520) 508-DIVE (3483) or visit www.protechscuba.com

